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Abstract. The paper reports on the SPH-modeling of water/soil-interactions. Emphasis
is given to erosion simulations of seabeds and harbour grounds. The considered problems
involve water/soil-suspensions. Accordingly, adequate models have been implemented into
the massively-parallel hydrodynamic SPH-code Gadget-H2O. Validation examples re-
fer to pressure and viscosity driven single- and multi-continua problems. Two marine-
engineering applications devoted to erosions of the soil/water-interface are presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The interaction of water, soil and structures poses problems to different areas of marine
and hydraulic engineering. In the area of ocean- and harbour-engineering, erosions close
to platform legs, pipelines or quay walls represent unpleasant phenomena. In particular,
scours may significantly weaken the structural support of the constructions and generate
costly counter measures. While the formation of scours around offshore facilities usually
follows their exposure to natural currents and waves, quay walls often suffer from flows
induced by the ships’ manoeuvering and propulsion devices. Scours are induced by large
relative motions between the fluid and the soil. Such conditions usually lead to water/soil-
suspensions which can be quite influential to the overall flow topology.

The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method discretises the continuum by
means of particles rather than the spatial domain. The SPH-method is an ideal candi-
date to simulate ocean- and harbour-engineering problems, as it can handle the transient
dynamics of multiple interacting continua featuring large relative motions. SPH-methods
are mostly explicit by nature. They are however still associated to high computational
expenses due to a virtually homogeneous discretisation of the continua and the time-step
restrictions of a stable explicit integration scheme. Full-scale simulations of complex in-
dustrial flows at high Reynolds number can easily involve several ten-million particles and
require massively-parallel simulations.

The present research aims to advance the modelling capabilities of the massively-
parallel hydrodynamic SPH-code Gadget-H2O 10 to compute engineering problems which
involve the intreraction of fluid, soil and suspension layers. The Gadget-H2O-procedure
is a modification of Springel’s9 cosmological TreeSPH-Code Gadget-2. Gadget-H2O

is seen to provide linear speed up for several hundred CPU-cores when applied to hy-
drodynamic flow simulations10 using many ten-million particles. In the present study,
fluids are assumed to be Newtonian and turbulence is modelled by means of an LES ap-
proach. The soil model considers the granular material as a fluid with a variable viscosity
which is evaluated in line with the Mohr-Coulomb yield-stress criterium for cohesive or
cohesionless materials. As opposed to this rather simple dry-soil model, the suspension
model deserves more attention. A concentration based approach to mimic the stresses
inside the fictitious suspension layer is introduced which is derived from a Chézy-relation
between the shear stresses and the local flow velocity as proposed e.g. by Fraccarollo and
Chapart3.

The validation of the computational model refers to different pressure-driven and shear-
driven flows of single phase-type as well as suspension flows. Applications included show
the scour formation next to a quay wall during the unberthing manoeuver of a container
vessel and the seabed erosion around a pipeline which is exposed to different regular
waves.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, the employed governing equations and
their respective finite approximations are described. Validation cases are presented in
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section 3. Section 4 presents two application examples. Final conclusions are summarised
in section 5.

2 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The section outlines the governing equations and their respective SPH-based approx-
imations. Vectors and tensors are defined by reference to cartesian coordinates. The
notation uses latin subscripts to identify particle locations and greek superscripts to mark
cartesian tensor coordinates. The latin subscript i denotes to the focal particle whereas
the subscript j refers to its neighbours. Mind, that Einstein’s summation is employed
over repeated Greek superscripts.

In accord with the SPH-formalism, the influence of neighbouring particles enters the
framework of an integral representation by means of a compact-support kernel function
Wij, viz.

f(xi) =

∫
f(xj) δD(xi − xj) dV ≈

∫
f(xj) Wij dV ≈

N∑
j=1

f(xj) Wij
mj

ρj
.

The kernel function has to comply with the Delta-Dirac-function δD in the continuos limit,
it should be symmetric and adhere to normalisation principle. It is assembled from the
distance r = |xαi −xαj | between two particles and drops to zero when the particle distance
approaches the kernel length h. Accordingly, a standard cubic spline-kernel function is
used in the present study

Wij = W (r, h) =
8

πh3


1− 6

(
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h

)2
+ 6

(
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h

)3
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h
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2
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h
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2
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h
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0 r
h
> 1 .

(1)

Mind, that the kernel length can vary in Gadget-H2O, but is kept constant (2.4 times
particle spacing) in the present research, as no benefits are expected from a variable
smoothing length for incompressible fluids.

2.1 Conservation of Mass and Momentum

The transient evolution of the particle density follows from the continuity equation

Dρi
Dt

=
N∑
j=1

[
mj(v

β
i − v

β
j )
] ∂Wij

∂xβi
, (2)

where m denotes the particle mass and ρ marks the particle density. The velocity and
the position of a particle refer to the vectors vβ and xβ, respectively.

The particles’ momentum is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation, which is approx-
imated using the following integral representation
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Dvαi
Dt

=
N∑
j=1

[
mj

(
σαβi
ρ2
i

+
σαβj
ρ2
j

)]
∂Wij

∂xβi
+
fαi
ρi

. (3)

Here, fα refers to a volumetric force and σαβ denotes to the stress tensor. The latter is
split into an isotropic pressure portion and a remainder

σαβ = −pδαβ + ταβ , (4)

with the pressure p, the unit tensor δαβ and the stress tensor ταβ.

2.2 Fluid Stress

For simple Newtonian fluids, ταβ represents the viscous stresses which depend on an
isotropic viscosity µ∗ and the strain-rate tensor εαβ

ταβ = µ∗εαβ. (5)

Note, that εαβ corresponds to twice the conventional definition, viz.

εαβ =

[
∂vβ

∂xα
+
∂vα

∂xβ

]
− 2

3

(
∂ vγ

∂ xγ

)
δαβ. (6)

An SPH-approximation of (6) reads

εαβi =
1

ρi

N∑
j=1

[
mj(v

β
j − v

β
i )
] ∂Wij

∂xαi
+

1

ρi

N∑
j=1

[
mj(v

α
j − vαi )

] ∂Wij

∂xβi
(7)

−

[
2

3

1

ρi

N∑
j=1

mj(v
γ
j − v

γ
i )
∂Wij

∂xγi

]
δαβ.

Turbulence is modelled by an eddy-viscosity model, thus the effective dynamic viscosity
µ∗ is composed from a viscosity µ and a turbulent viscosity µt

µ∗ = µ+ µt. (8)

The turbulent viscosity is obtained from a standard Smagorisky8 model of a LES-approach
as outlined by Gotoh et al.4

µt = ρ(CSh)2 S∗ with S∗ =
√
εαβεαβ , (9)

where S∗ represents a parameter related to the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor
(6). The Smagorinsky constant is assigned to CS = 0.1.
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2.3 Hydrodynamic Equation of State (Pressure/Density-Relation)

The present effort is primarily concerned with incompressible fluids, e.g. water and
water/soil-suspensions. The computation of the pressure field in an incompressible fluid
poses a challenge to classical SPH-simulations using an explicit time-stepping technique.
In the present study, the flow is considered weakly compressible. Accordingly, Tait’s
pressure-density relation2 with the generally recommended exponent γT = 7 is used

p =

[(
ρ

ρ0

)γT

− 1

]
p0 . (10)

Following to Monaghan6, equation (10) is applicable in weakly-compressible flows, if the
reference pressure p0 is assigned to a slightly small value. This manipulation results in an
enhanced compressibility but avoids both, numerical instabilities and prohibitively small
time steps. The compressibility is deemed negligible, if the density variations are smaller
than 1%. Since density variations scale with the square of the Mach number, virtually
incompressible flows are obtained if the entire flow field adheres to M ≤ 0.1. A frequently
employed pressure/speed-of-sound relation reads

γ
p0

ρ0

= c2 , (11)

where c refers to the speed of sound and ρ0 marks the initial density value. To sat-
isfy the low Mach-number constraint, the speed of sound and the reference pressure are
approximated by

c = 10 vmax (thusM ≤ 0.1) → p0 =
100 v2

max ρ0

γ
. (12)

The approach (10-12) is known to display disturbances for flows featuring negligible
dynamics (e.g. for hydrostatic problems). Accordingly, the XSPH6 approach is used to
address these issues

dxβi
dt

= vαi − εxsph
N∑
j=1

mj

ρj
(vβj − v

β
i )Wij. (13)

In the present study, the smoothing factor is set to εxsph = 0.1.

2.4 Soil Model

The continuity and momentum equations are conveniently employed to also evaluate
the soil motion. Hence, the soil particles are treated as a viscous material with a variable
viscosity. For the examples included, the soil-viscosity adheres to the Mohr-Coulomb
yield-stress criterion for granular materials

µ =
C + p · sinΦ

S∗
< µmax . (14)
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In equation (14) Φ denotes the internal angle of friction and C refers to the cohesion. Equa-
tion (14) gets singular when the strain-rate parameter becomes very small. Therefore,
an upper threshold value is defined for the soil-viscosity. Accordingly, an upper value of
µmax = 5000Pa s seems to be a fair compromise between computational and physical con-
siderations. More elaborate (strain based) soil models – e.g. the Drucker-Prager models
– can be employed, when the attention is devoted to the pure soil.

2.5 Water/Soil-Suspension Model

The present suspension model aims to accurately mimic the influence of viscous effects
inside a suspension layer nested between the water and soil regions. The evolution of the
liquid and granular particles is obtained from the continuity and momentum equations.
The fluid is considered to be Newtonian and the viscosity of the soil-phase is modelled in
line with the Mohr-Coulomb yield-stress criterium as described in section 2.4. Particles
which reside inside a fictitious suspension-layer are assigned to a viscosity that is derived
from a Chézy-relation between the stress and the local flow velocity, along a route outlined
by Fraccarollo and Chapart3

µ∗c =
ρsCf (vαvα)

S∗
+ µt (15)

In eq. (15) the soil density is denoted by ρs and Cf refers to the friction coefficient of
the Chézy-relation. Fraccarollo and Chapart3 recommend Cf -values in a range of 0.007
to 0.03. In the present research, a value of Cf = 0.01 is adopted. To bridge between the
soil, suspension and fluid regimes, three different regions are defined, depending on the
local volumetric soil concentration c̃soil. The Chézy-relation viscosity µ∗c is assigned to the
central region with 0.3 < c̃soil < 0.6. A linear interpolation between µ∗c and the liquid-
phase viscosity µ∗l is applied in the wetted-regime (c̃soil ≤ 0.3). An analogue approach is
used for the dry regime (c̃soil ≥ 0.6), viz.

µ∗susp =


µ∗l +

µ∗c−µ∗l
0.3

c̃soil c̃soil ≤ 0.3

µ∗c 0.3 < c̃soil < 0.6

µc + µ∗s−µ∗c
1−0.3

(c̃soil − 0.6) c̃soil ≥ 0.6

, (16)

2.6 Boundary Conditions

The present effort utilizes rather simple wall-boundary conditions. Boundary particles
are flagged and their locations are frozen. In conjunction with stationary walls, the latter
is realized by imposing zero acceleration. The wall particles participate as regular particles
in all calculation steps. Note, that their density and pressure might change and that the
wall-particles are also capable of inducing shear forces. The walls can represent fixed fluid
as well as soil including the appropriate physical characteristics.
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Many engineering applications are based on moving walls. Supplementary to the above
described wall model, the wall-velocities are assigned to the dedicated value. The actual
wall position can be evaluated from an integration of the prescribed wall velocities, or
defined by a compliant direct specification.

2.7 Time Integration

The SPH-approach facilitates an approximation for spatial derivatives. A modified
leap-frog scheme is used to advance the solution in time. Accordingly, two time-shifted
discretisations – referred to as drift and kick positions – are employed for the velocity.
The density evolution is obtained from an approach that uses half the time step of the
momentum scheme and alternates between a drift-step, which refers to an analytical
solution to the continuity relation

Dρ

Dt
= −ρ ∂v

α

∂xα
,

and a kick-step employing equation (2). The integration of the momentum equation
follows a leap-frog approach, where the velocities at the drift positions are used to deter-
mine the stress tensor for the kick-step and will be corrected henceforth. The time step
is restricted by multiple Courant conditions, viz.

∆t ≤ 0.2 min
[√

h/|fα|, h/c, ρh2/µ∗
]
.

3 VALIDATION

3.1 Pressure Driven Fluid Flow

The collapsing water column experiment presented by Martin and Moyce5 is used for
the validation of pressure driven flows. The initial water column has a height which is
twice as large as its width. The flow is considered to be laminar. The evolutions of the
columns width and height during the collapse are compared to experimental data5 and
a numerical Eulerian Volume of Fluid (VOF) reference solution7. Figure 1 displays the
initial set-up. The fluid column is modelled in 2D with a total number of 800 particles.
The particle spacing is assigned to 0.0028575m and yields the initial geometry of the
experiment.

The results of the dambreak test case are presented in figure 2. Despite the coarse
discretisation, the results obtained by Gadget-H2O show a fair predictive agreement
with the numerical reference, both for the width and the height. The prediction of the
column’s height also matches the experimental results. A deviation from the experiment
can be observed for the column’s width. Such deviations have been observed in other
author’s validation studies7,11 as well and may be due to several aspects of the experiments
that are not captured by simulations, like e.g. difficulties in tracking the surge’s front,
bed friction or parts of the gate membrane influencing the flow.
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ρ = 1000 kg/m3 

a 

2a 

Figure 1: Schematic sketch of the initial set-up for the collapsing water column.
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Figure 2: Evolution of collapsing water column by means of width (left) and height (right). SPH-
predictions using Gadget-H2O are represented by the red line and rhombi. Experimental5 data is
marked by black dots while the numerical reference solutions based on Eulerian VOF7 are represented
by the dashed black lines.

3.2 Shear Driven Fluid Flow

SPH-methods are traditionally inviscid. Hence, the viscous flow model and the im-
plementation of viscous boundaries should be validated. Moreover, attention should be
given to flows driven by viscous forces which are introduced along the walls. Accordingly,
a laminar axisymmetric Couette flow is simulated. As diplayed in figure 3, the example
refers to two co-axial cylinders with the radii R1 and R2 which are rotating with the angu-
lar velocities ω1 and ω2. The rotating walls induce a rotating shear-flow. The analytical
solution for the circumferential velocity vϕ reads

vϕ(r) =
A

2
r +

B

r
, (17)

where A and B depend on the geometry and the rotation of the cylinders. Results are
compared for the normalized circumferential velocity

ṽϕ =
vϕ(r)− vϕ(R1)

vϕ(R2)− vϕ(R1)
and r̃ =

r −R1

R2 −R1

.
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Figure 3: Schematic sketch of the axisymmetric Couette flow. A shear driven velocity profile will develop
between two cylinders rotating with the angular velocities ω1 and ω2.

The radii of the two cylinders are assigned to R1 = 0.15m and R2 = 1m. Two rotation
rates have been simulated. The more simple case refers to ω1 = ω2 = 10Hz, the more
challenging case pertains to ω2 = 10Hz and ω1 = 0. A total number of 4769 particles
has been used for the 2D discretisation of the fluid with a particle spacing of 0.025m. To
supress instabilities and turbulence, the dynamic viscosity is set to µ = 1000Pa s.

The simulation results after 10 rotations of the outer wall are presented in figure 4.
A satisfactory agreement between the numerical and analytical velocity profiles can be
observed. Minor deviations occur next to the cylinder walls.
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Figure 4: Predicted and analytical velocity profiles for the axisymmetric Couette-Flow (Left: ω1 = ω2 =
10Hz. Right:ω2 = 10Hz and ω1 = 0); The black line represents the analytical solution while the numerical
results are marked with the red circles.

3.3 Pure Soil Motion

A collapsing sand column is simulated for the validation of the soil model as illustrated
in figure 5. The present example refers to a cohesionless soil with an internal friction Φ =
45◦. The soil density reads ρ = 1600kg/m3 and a threshold viscosity of µmax = 12kPa·s
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has been used. Figure 5 shows the column before and after the collapse. The initial 3D
column has a height of 0.1m and a squarish base with a width of 0.03m. The particle
spacing is 0.005m.

45° 

0.03 m 

0.1 m 

Figure 5: Collapsing sand column; Left: initial configuration, Right: End configuration. The specified
internal angle of friction 45◦ can be found as the slope angle at the forming debris cone.

After the collapse, the specified internal angle of friction can be found as the resulting
slope angle indicating a correct implementation of the material model. The final cone
geometry is displayed in figure 5. Mind, that the soil is modelled as a fluid and thus
continues to creep once the internal friction angle has been reached on the forming debris
cone. The employed threshold viscosity significantly influences the creeping behaviour of
the cone and should not be chosen too small.

3.4 Water/Soil-Suspension Flow

Water 

Soil 

LW 

LS 

HW 

HS 

Figure 6: Schematic sketch of the Louvain erosional dambreak experiment3.

The Louvain erosional dambreak experiment presented by Fraccarollo and Chapart3 is
used to validate the suspension model. Figure 6 depicts the basic set-up. A water column
with a length Lw and height Hw is situated above a soil bed with the extensions Ls and
Hs. The collapse of the water column induces a surge leading to erosions of the soil. A
suspension layer forms between the pure soil and fluid whose evolution has been tracked
in the experiments. The two-dimensional case is modelled with the dimensions Lw = 1m,
Hw = 0.1m, Ls = 2m, Hs = 0.6m and a particle spacing of 0.005m leading to 4221 water
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particles and 4812 soil particles. The soil density ρs and the water density ρw follow the
relationship ρs = 1.54ρw. The threshold soil viscosity is set to µs = 5000Pa s.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the three phases for the experiment and the simulations
at different points in time. Two simulations are considered in the comparison. The
first simulation refers to the application of the Chézy-suspension model (16) described
in section 2.5. The second simulation is performed without a special treatment of the
ficticious suspension layer. Here, the local flow properties are obtained from the standard
kernel operations using the neighbouring particle properties.

0.25 s 

0.50 s 

experiment 

chézy suspension treatment 

no special suspension treatment 

experiment 

chézy suspension treatment 

no special suspension treatment 

Figure 7: Snapshots of the Louvain experiment3 and simulations. The first picture of each point in time
refers to the experiment, the second to predictions using the Chézy relation (16), while the third pictures
show a simulation without any special treatment of the suspension layer. The experimental snapshots
show estimated interfaces between the soil, suspension and water. For the simulation, the three different
phases are coloured: Blue represents pure water, red pure soil and yellow refers to the suspension layer.

Figure 7 shows an encouraging agreement for the evolution of the different interfaces
between the experiment and the simulations with Chézy-suspension treatment. As op-
posed to this, the predictive accuracy significantly deteriorates in conjunction with the
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standard approach. The propagation velocity of the surge front is obviously to slow for
the standard approach and much faster for the Chézy-suspension treatment. The related
erosion is more pronounced for the Chézy-suspension treatment and captures a thickening
of the suspension layer in line with the experiments. Moreover, results obtained from the
advanced suspension model confirm the experimental observation, that the fluid phase
lags behind the suspension layer at later stage.

Figure 8 depicts the predicted interfaces using the Chézy-suspension treatment in com-
parison to experimental observations. The simulation matches the measured interface-
contours quite well. The surge front of the suspension layer shows some deviations which
may be due to the discretisation or the parameters of the suspension model. The overall
agreement is nonetheless satisfactory and the computational model seems to be able to
capture the principal phenomena of an erosional dambreak.
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Figure 8: Evolution of phases interfaces of the Louvain dambreak; Comparison of measured and predicted
interfaces using equation (16) for different points in time.
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4 APPLICATIONS

4.1 Ship Unberthing Manoeuver

This first application refers to the scour generation during the unberthing manoeuver
of a container ship. In particular, the flow induced by transverse thrusters can lead to
scouring, especially if the ship is located close to a quay wall which deflects the jet towards
the harbour bed. Such erosions can significantly weaken the quay-wall support and lead
to cost expensive counter measures. Figure 9 illustrates the basic scouring mechanism.
The present example shows an simplified 3D simulation of a 8200 TEU container vessel.
The considered ship has a length of 334m, 38m width and a scantling draft of 14.5m. The
installed transvers thruster delivers 2.5MW.

Figure 9: Sketch of scouring due to a deflected transverse bow thruster jet.

A 2D discretisation of the bow thruster frame geometry is created where the particles
are a located on a regular grid with particle spacing of 0.2m. To derive a 3D model, the
frame geometry is expanded to a length of 10m which also includes a thruster tunnel in
the center. The tunnel diameter measures 3m. Figure 10 shows the particle discretisation
and the geometric properties of the considered ship section.

As displayed in figure 10, the ship section is embedded into an idealized harbour basin of
80m length, 24m width and 16.6m depth. The configuration leads to 2.1m water between
the ship’s bottom and the 2.2m thick harbour bed. The ship’s centre line is located 19m
from the basin boundary which represents the quay wall. Including the ship model, the
dimensions lead to 5.2 · 106 particles. The complete ship/harbour-model consists of four
different particle types, as indicated by different colours in figure 10. The blue particles
refer to fluid, the yellow ones represent the soil while the red and grey particles indicate
boundaries according to section 2.6. The basin bottom (red) is modelled with fixed sand
soil particles while the other boundaries use fixed fluid particles. The ship section (dark
grey) is also modelled by such boundary particles but will be moved throughout the
simulation.
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14.5 m 

Ø 3 m 

10 m 2.1 m 
 L = 80 m 

 B = 24 m 

Figure 10: Simplified ship/harbour-model; The considered ship section is coloured in dark grey, water
particles are marked blue, soil is represented in yellow. The soil boundaries are marked red while the
water boundary particles are coloured in light grey.

The ship’s motion during the simulation is approximated by taking into account its
mass, estimated added mass, underwater lateral area and the thrust induced by the
transverse thruster. According to Brix1, the thruster’s jet velocity vT can be approximated
by a simple momentum theory

vT = 3

√
2PT
ρAT

, (18)

with the fluid density ρ, thruster’s power PT and cross-sectional area AT . The thrust is
related to the power and jet velocity

vT =
2PT
T

. (19)

For the present case, a thrust of 6 · 106N is obtained from the power and tunnel area.
While the ship is moving sideways, it will produce a drag that is obtained from

FD = 0.5ρv2
sCDAs . (20)

The drag-force coefficient is estimated by CD = 1, the underwater lateral area refers to
AS = 4000m2 and the ship velocity is marked by vs. The ship motion is computed from
the integration of the momentum relation

(Ms +Mh)
Dvs
Dt

= FD − T. (21)

Equation (21) takes into account a ship mass of Ms = 108kg. The added mass is roughly
estimated to have the constant value Mh = Ms.

The jet velocity vT is imposed on the fluid particles located within the thruster tunnel.
For each time step and each particle in the domain of interest, an acceleration is calculated
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which ensures that the particle reaches the desired jet velocity according to equation (18)
within one time step.

Figure 11 shows vector plots of the jet velocity in the centre section at different points
in time. It can be observed that the jet reaches the quay wall after approximately 5s.

0 s 5 s 

10 s 20 s 

Figure 11: Evolution of the thruster jet. The vector arrows are scaled and coloured accordingly to the
velocity values.

Due to the thruster suction, erosion occurs right from the beginning of the simulation
beneath the ship. The formation of vortices can be observed as the jet exits the thruster
leading to some minor erosion phenomena. The primary erosion of the harbour bed is
initiated when the jet hits the quay wall. The transient evolution of the scour depth at a
position in the center plane through the tunnel at 0.5 m from the wall is plotted in figure
12.
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Figure 12: Left: Evolution of the scour depth at a position in the center plane through the tunnel at 0.5
m from the wall. Right: Harbour bed topography after 20 s. The red cross refers to the measuring point
for the scour depth (plot left). The grey lines show a cut through the ship section in the thruster centre.

A scour of approximately 0.35m depth can be observed next to the wall after only 25s
as illustrated in figure 12. The figure also shows the harbour bed topography. Aside the
main scour next to the wall, some smaller bottom lowering can be observed around the
section. The out-washed sediment accumulates below the section.

A real unberthing manoeuver would probably take longer and yield a deeper scour. It
cannot be expected that the scour will completely disappear during the next berthing.
Moreover, the ship draft and size and the propulsion unit will also have strong influences
on the scour generation. Therefore, comprehensive simulation series should be carried out
to assess the long-term evolution of the harbour-bed erosion and the resulting impact on
the structural quay support.

4.2 Seabed Erosion around Pipeline

The second application example studies the seabed erosion next to a pipeline which
is exposed to an alternating current induced by regular shallow water waves. The basic
geometric properties are shown in figure 13. The pipeline diameter D is set to 1.2m with
a trenching depth of 0.15m and a still-water level of 3.0m. The example refers to an
idealized near-shore pipeline.

The case is modelled in 2D using a 0.05m particle spacing. The simulated basin has a
wetted length of 40m with a beach on the one end and a wave-maker paddle on the other
end. The total number of particles is 45754. Two different waves are considered. The wave
properties are listed in table 1. The length of the first wave is set to 40m, which seems to
be the longest applicable length due to the basin dimensions. The height of the first wave
is 0.325m. The second, steeper wave has a length of 10m and a height of 0.75m. We refer
to the waves as ”long wave” and ”short wave”. The waves are generated by flap motion
of the paddle, which has its pivot point at the same height as the water/soil-interface.
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This leads to an excitation of the complete water column.

D 

Hsw 

Hw 

λ 

t 

Figure 13: Schematic sketch of the pipeline exposed to regular waves.

Depending on the wave-induced variation of the water level, the flow topology around
the pipeline will not be perfectly mirrored for the wave crest or through situation. Due
to stronger blockage effects, the current will be stronger if the through is situated above
the pipeline. Such effects grow with an increasing wave height. Figures 14 and 15 show
the flow topology around the pipeline for the crest and through situations of both waves.
Vectors are scaled in their length and coloured corresponding to the velocity magnitude.
As illustrated by figure 14, the flow topology insignificantly changes (besides its orien-
tation) for the crest or through of the long wave. Dead-water zones can be observed on
both sides of the pipeline. Due to the flow symmetries, symmetric erosions are expected.
The flow topology looks different if the pipeline is exposed to the short wave (cf. figure
15). Due to the smaller blockage, the maximum flow velocities are much slower if the
crest is situated above pipeline than at the through point. The topology does not show
a mirrored characteristic for the two situations. The flow field shows a more rotational
structure due to the shorter wave length and larger wave height. The dead water zones
on both pipeline sides are much larger than for the long wave. For the through point,
the dead water at the upstream side of the pipeline is smaller than for the crest. Hence,
asymmetric erosions are likely to be formed.

long wave short wave
length λ [m] 40 10
height h [m] 0.325 0.75
period T [s] 7.5 2.5

Table 1: Wave parameters.
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Figure 14: Flow topology around the pipeline for the long-wave scenario; vectors are scaled according to
the velocity magnitude. Left: wave through located right above the pipeline – Right: wave’s crest located
above the pipeline. An almost perfectly mirrored flow topology can be observed.

Figure 15: Flow topology around the pipeline for the short-wave scenario; vectors are scaled according
to the velocity magnitude. Left: wave through located right above the pipeline – Right: wave’s crest
located above the pipeline. Unlike for the long wave, the flow topology is completely different for the two
points in time.

Results for the seabed erosion are displayed in figure 16. The figure shows soil levels
at the initial state and after 25 wave periods both for the short and the long wave.
The wave is propagating from the left side. It can clearly be observed, that a symmetric
erosion is predicted for the long-wave scenario. This corresponds well to the flow topology
presented in figure 14. At both sides, soil accumulations form at a certain distance aside
the pipeline. This is caused by sediments which are convected with the fluid phase untill
the flow recirculates. For the short-wave scenario, a pothole is generated at the left side of
the pipeline while a soil accumulation forms at its right. The latter effect is the same (but
not as strong) as for the long wave. The left-side scour can be explained by the attenuated
near-ground convection for the wave crest. Hence, the pothole is always generated on the
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pipeline’s downstream side. It can grow and will not be filled with sediment.
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Figure 16: Evolution of the seabed contour. The solid line represents the initial condition. The dashed
line refers to the erosion after the seabed has been exposed to 25 periods of short waves while the dotted
line shows the erosion due to 25 long waves.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper reports on a multiphysics SPH-model to study water/soil-interaction. Em-
phasis is given to an accurate simulation model of the suspension layer. The latter is
significant for the overall predictive performance of a water/soil-simulation when large
relative velocities occur at the interface, e.g. during the generation of potholes. An im-
proved concentration-based water/soil-suspension model for the viscous stress inside the
suspension layer has been presented as a supplement to traditional SPH-formulations for
the liquid and granular phase. The model has been successfully validated and returns
promising predictive benefits.

Two applications for the pothole generation have been presented which indicate the
prospects of the Gadget-H2O SPH-procedure for the simulation of industrial ocean- &
harbour-engineering applications. The procedure will be supplemented by more advanced
propulsor models to perform further unberthing simulations.
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